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Let H n2 be the Hamming space of binary n-tuples with distance
d(x, y)=ni=1 |xi& yi |; x=(x1 , ..., xn), y=( y1 , ..., yn) # H
n
2 , and (x+ y) i
=|xi& yi |. The packing of H n2 with the balls of radius t is the set A/H
n
2
such that for a1 {a2 , d(a1 , a2)2t+1. In coding theory the set A is
called the code. The natural generalization of packing is the multiple pack-
ing (or L-packing). L-packing with the balls of radius t is the set AL such
that for the arbitrary ai # AL , i=1, ..., L+1, L+1i=1 Bn(ai , t)=<. In other
words L-packing is the set, such as we draw the balls of radius t with the
centers a # AL , then any point b # H n2 is covered by not more than L balls.
We consider the set AL , such that |AL | attains its maximum and we call
it the maximal L-packing. Next we consider the linear L-packing. It is the
case when AlL is the linear subspace of H
n
2 . The conception of multiple
packing first was suggested in [1] and it is well investigated (see [24]).
In work [2] the asymptotic lower and upper bounds on RL=log |AL |n
for given {=tn and fixed L was obtained. In general these bounds are the
natural continuation of the corresponding well known bounds in the case
L=1. The methods of proofs offered in [3] are quite natural. Later in
work [6] the authors offer another rather complicated method of construc-
ting the lower bound for RL . Following their method they can only obtain
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the explicit expressions of lower bounds for RL when L=1, 2, 3, and their
bounds in these particular cases coincide with those from [2]. Note also
that the methods from [2] give the hint how to obtain the upper bound
for RlL . In [6] the lower bound for R
l
L=log |A
l
L |n is also considered and
it is proved that the bounds for RL , L=1, 2, 3 obtained there are also valid
for RlL . It is conjectured that this is valid for the arbitrarily fixed L: natural
bounds obtained for RL , L=1, 2, ... are also valid for RlL . Here we show
that the method offered in [2] for linear codes, leads to the lower bound
which is stricly lower than the corressponding bounds for RL . We conjec-
ture that the attained rate RlL for L=4 is stricly lower than the attained
rate RL .
Let’s show how the method from [2] works for RlL . To prove the lower
bound for RlL we use random choosing with expurgation technique. First
of all we will try to estimate the maximal radius tL(x1 , x2 , ..., xL+1) of
L-packing for given L+1 vectors x1 , ..., xL+1 from H n2 . The following
estimation is obvious
tL(x1 , ..., xL+1)+1 min
y # H
2
n
L+1i=1 d(xi , y)
L+1
. (1)
Indeed, let’s draw L+1 balls Bn(xi , tL) of radius tL=tL(x1 , ..., xL+1) with
the centers xi , then L+1i=1 Bn(xi , tL)=< and 
L+1
i=1 Bn(x i , tL+1) ] 4{<.
Let’s choose an arbitary point * # 4. Then
tL(x1 , ..., xL+1)+1
L+1i=1 d(x i , *)
L+1
 min
y # H
2
n
:L+1i=1 d(xi , y)
L+1
.
From (1) it follows that the lower bound for RlL for given \L=rL n is the
lower bound for RlL for given {L=tL n. Next we try to find the bound for
RlL for given \L .
We define the ensemble En, k of linear codes of dimension k by choosing
the binary symbols in the generating matrix Gn, k of dimension k_n
independently and with equal probability 12. Then to every given linear
combination of k rowvectors from Gn, k we correspond the number from
0, 1, ..., 2k&1 in such a way that the zero vector corresponds to 0 and the
numbers of different combinations are different. Then we choose the
arbitrary L nonzero vectors xi2 , ..., xiL+1 (xi1=0) from random linear code
Kn, k and as a first approach to our problem try to find the mathematical
expectation E(rL([x ij])). The value E depends on the possible linear
relations between the vectors [x ij]. This is the main difference between the
linear and nonlinear cases. In the last case arbitrary vectors [xij] with
different numbers are independent.
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First of all note that
rL([xij])= min
y # H
2
n
L+1j=1 d(xij , y)
L+1
=
1
L+1
:
n
p=1
min
yp # [0, 1]
:
L+1
j=1
|xij , p& yp |
=
1
L+1
:
n
p=1
min { :
L+1
p=1
xij , p , L+1& :
L+1
p=1
xij , p= . (2)
Hence we can consider different positions xij , p of the vectors xij , that are
independent and equally distributed. What we need is to find the value
E([ij])=
1
L+1
E min { :
L+1
j=1
xij , p , L+1& :
L+1
j=1
xij , p= . (3)
Let’s write L+1 vectors [xij] in the matrix A of dimension n_(L+1).
Then we can consider n rows of A as the vectors of linear code A([ij]) of
dimension k([ij]) equal to the dimension of the set [xij], and the thus dis-
tribution of L+1j=1 xij , p coincides with the weight distribution [Aq([ij])]
of the code A([ij]). So to obtain (3) we find the weight distribution
[Aq([i j])]. Note that when [i j] runs over the L-subsets from 1, ..., M&1,
M=2k (i1=0) we obtain the arbitrary code A([ij]) such that the dual dis-
tance of this code exeeds 2 and the dimension is not less than Wlog(L+1)X.
So for given L+1& set [ij] we have from (3)
E([ij])=
1
L+1
:
w(L+1)2x
q=0
Aqq
2k([ij ])
+ :
L+1
q=w(L+1)2x+1
(L+1&q)
Aq
2k([ij ])
. (4)
Using the well-known relation [5]
:
L+1
i=0
qAq
2k
=
L+1
2
(d =>2)
we can rewrite relation (4) in the form
E([ij])=
1
2
& :
W (L+1)2X+1 \1&
2q
L+1+
Aq
2k([ij ])
.
Next we briefly describe the expurgation method: we choose consequently
all possible L vectors [xij , j=2, ..., L+1] (recall that we add all-zero vec-
tor xi1=0) from the random code An, k and calculate
Pr([ij])=P(rL([i j])<r0).
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Then we introduce C LM&1 random variables on ensemble A
l
n, k : /([ij])=1
iff rL([i j])<r0 and /([i j])=0 otherwise. Next we have [ij ] /([ij])=
N(Aln, k) is the number of ‘‘bad’’ sets of L vectors from A
l
n, k (a ‘‘bad’’ set of
L vectors is the set [xij] for which rL([ij])<r0). Obviously
E/([ij])=P(rL([ij])<r0) (5)
and
N =E(N )= :
[ij ]
E(/([ij]))
is the average number of ‘‘bad’’ sets of L vectors. There exists a linear code
An, k for which NWEN XtE(N ). Then if E(N )<1 there exists a linear
code Aln, k without ‘‘bad’’ sets of L vectors, i.e., there exists L+1-packing
with given radius tL=rL&1. Actually we are going to use the Chernoff
estimation of probabilities from (5),
P(rL([ij])<r0)<2hr0E(2&hrL([ij ])), h0. (6)
Obviously
E(2&hrL([ij ]))=(E(2&h/([ij ])))n.
So we need the good upper bound for the value #([ij])=E(2&h/([ij ])) and
#([ij])={
:
L2
q=0
2&hq(L+1)(Aq+AL+1&q)
2k([ij ])
,
:
(L&1)2
q=0
2&hq(Aq+AL+1&q)
2k([ij ])
+2&h(L2+1)
AL2+1
2k([ij ])
,
L-even
L-odd.
Setting \0=r0 n we have
log P(rL([ij])<r0)
n
<&sup
h
(&\0h&log(#([ij])))=&F(\0[Aq]). (7)
The difficulty here is that in general we cannot point out the ‘‘worst’’
weight distribution [Aq] for which the rhs of (7) is maximal. The whole
number of subspaces of Aln, k of dimension k([ij]) is less than M
k([ij ]) and
number of L n-tuples with the first k([ij]) independent vectors is less than
Mk([ij ])+L2.
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Hence we have
N  :
L
k$=WL2X
Mk$+L2&n max[Aq] : d =>2 F(\0 , [Aq])
and actually we set the rhs of the last inequality less than 1. To satisfy this
condition it is enough to impose condition
G(R, \0 , L) ] max
Wlog(L+1)Xk$L
[k$R&max
[Aq]
F(\0 , [Aq]]<0. (8)
Let’s describe the last condition: first we fix some set of L vectors from the
code Aln, k , k=Rn and write these vectors in the matrix of dimension n_L,
then n rows of this matrix is the subset of vectors of linear code of length
L and dimension k$. We find the weight spectrum [Aq] of this code. Then
using (7) we find F(\0 , [Aq]) for given \0 . At last we find the value of the
expression in the lhs of (8) optimizing over all [Aq] for given k$ and then
over k$.
Next we consider one example with L=5 that is the first example when
the offered method gives the bound which for linear codes differs from the
nonlinear case. We recall that in the case of nonlinear codes we have (see
[2; 3], Chap. 2) the bounds in parametrical form
L=2l
\L=_ :
l
i=1
C i&1L 2
&is(L+1)&_ :
l
i=0
C iL+1 2
&is(L+1)&
&1
,
RL=1&
1
L _log \ :
l
i=0
C iL+1 2
&is(L+1)++s\L& ;
L=2l&1
\L=_ :
l&1
i=0
C i&1L 2
&is(L+1)+C lL+1 2
&s2&2&
__ :
l&1
i=0
C iL+1 2
&is(L+1)+C lL+1 2
&s2&1&
&1
,
RL=1&
1
L _log \ :
l&1
i=o
C iL+1 2
&is(L+1)+C lL+1 2
&s2&1++s\L& .
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Hence when L=5 we have bounds in the nonlinear case
\5=
x+5x2+5x3
1+6x+15x2+10x3
,
(9)
R5=R=1&
1
5
(log(1+6x+15x2+10x3)&6\ log x), x # [0, 1].
In the linear case it is enough to consider three cases:
(1) All vectors xi2 , ..., xi6 are linearly independent (k$=5). In this
case our considerations bring us to the bound (9).
(2) Given
xi2+x i3+xi4+xi5+xi6=0 (k$=4)
in this case
A0=1, A1=0, A2=10, A3=0, A4=5, A6=0;
#([ij])= 116 (1+2
&h3).
(3) Given
xi2+x i3+xi4+xi6=0 (k$=4)
in this case
A0=1, A1=2, A2=6, A3=6, A4=1, A5=1, A6=0;
#([ij])= 116 (1+2 } 2
&h6+7 } 2&h3+6 } 2&h2).
(4) Given
xi2+xi3+xi6=0 (k$=4)
in this case
A0=1, A1=2, A2=4, A3=6, A4=3, A5=0, A6=0;
#([ij])= 116 (1+2 } 2
&h6+7 } e&h3+6 } e&h2).
(5) Given
xi2+xi3+xi4+xi5=0
xi2+xi3+xi6=0 (k$=3)
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in this case
A0=1, A1=0, A2=2, A3=4, A4=1, A5=0, A6=0
#= 18 (1+3 } 2
&h3+4 } 2&h2).
It is easy to show (we omit cumbersome computations) that the second
case gives after all optimizations the lowest bound in the whole range of
rates R # [0, 1),
R=1& 14 (3\ log 15+H(3\)). (10)
Hence the bound (10) dominates the other choices given above and is the
asymptotic lower bound for Rl5 which is stricly lower than the corresponding
bound for nonlinear case R5 .
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